
WHAT ARE THE PROPOSED CHANGES 
FOR THE YELLOW SHUTTLE (RT 704)? 
Wave Transit’s ongoing Reimagine Wave Transit study is 
recommending changes to bus service to make routes more 
direct, less duplicative, and easier to understand. Due to 
uncertain funding levels, we are seeking your feedback on 
how services could change based on 30% less funding, 
existing funding levels, and 30% more funding. 

How can I provide feedback on these recommended changes? 

 

Please follow the QR code to fill out a comment form, or find a comment card at one of 
Wave’s transit centers or online at www.wavetransit.com/reimagine-wave-transit/. 

Alternatively, you can call Wave at (910) 202 - 2045 or email us at info@wavetransit.com 
with your feedback. 

Changes for UNCW Shuttles are identical for all three scenarios. 
• The Yellow Shuttle would provide service between Varsity Dr and Teal Terminal via the College Rd Park 

and Ride in both directions. These changes would improve access for riders travelling between campus, 
the College Rd Park and Ride, and student housing near Varsity Rd.  

• Service would be slightly less frequent (every 15 minutes). 

• Existing Yellow Shuttle riders who are boarding along Randall Parkway and Emerson Street would be 
served by a redesigned ultra-frequent Grey Shuttle. 

 Current Schedule All Scenarios 

Weekdays 
(Monday-Friday)* 

7:00 AM – 5:50 PM: Every 10 mins 7:00 AM – 5:45 PM: Every 15 mins 

Saturdays No Service Unchanged 

Sundays No Service Unchanged 

*This route would continue to operate during the UNCW school year only. 

  

https://www.wavetransit.com/reimagine-wave-transit/
mailto:info@wavetransit.com


How would the Yellow Shuttle’s routing change? 

 
Service to Randall Pkwy, Marlboro St, and Emerson Dr would be replaced by the redesigned Grey 
Shuttle. 

 
The Yellow Shuttle would leave UNCW Campus from Teal Terminal (also known as UNCW Station) 
instead of Alderman Lot Shuttle Stop to drop riders closer to campus destinations. 
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